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Teaching Styles 
Command: 

Tell and show the student what to do with immediate and direct feedback.  Explain, Demonstrate, 
Execute, and Evaluate.  This is commonly used when physiological needs are not currently met (“I have 
to go to the bathroom now” or “I am freezing” and I cannot think of anything else), or when we are 
teaching a new skill. 

Task: 

Outline a task for the student to practice, give them parameters (where to go, when to stop, etc.), and 
let them practice the task making mistakes and learning from the mistakes.  They can go at their own 
speed and under, the number of times they want to feel comfortable. 

Reciprocal: 

Allow students to form pairs. The teacher should assist only where and when the students need 
assistance in making pairs. If there is an odd number of students, arrange for one small group of three 
students. The student partners/group choose and assume the roles of performer, observer, corrector, 
and/or reinforcer. It is important that the teacher does not pair off with a student or group. It is the job 
of the teacher to teach the whole class and not just one of the partners or group. 

Guided Discovery 

In Guided Discovery, the move is toward a process-centered teaching procedure. “This style embodies a 
process of systematically getting to a target. It is actually a process of training students to use selection 
procedures in making small decisions in a definite sequence.” 2 In this sequence, there are questions, 
clues, or outcomes (tasks) arranged in a manner, which slowly, gradually, and securely lead the student 
to the answer (a fact, a concept, or a particular outcome). Each step in the sequence is based on the 
response/task/outcome in the previous step. There is only one answer and the teacher is responsible for 
leading the students to discover it. The teacher does not tell the answer: s/he waits for the student’s 
response and reinforces that response. However, if class time is such that students do not respond with 
the correct answer; the answer should be given before students leave the class. 

Problem Solving 

Problem Solving is also a process-centered teaching procedure. The teacher poses problems for the 
students to solve. The student is expected to seek out answers/outcomes on his/her own as s/he works 
within the framework of the problem set forth by the teacher. There can be several acceptable 
answers/outcomes to one problem as long as they meet the requirements of the problem stated. This 
style "---seeks to develop the ability to find alternatives, explore them, and select the appropriate 
ones.”2 The time provided to solve and explore alternative answers to the problem is the most 
important part of this style. Allow for that time. Unlike Guided Discovery, where the student's response 
depends upon the teacher's clues, Problem Solving expects the student to seek out answers/outcomes 
on his/her own. Unlike Guided Discovery that seeks a single response, Problem Solving seeks to develop 
the ability to find any number of the answers or outcomes to a problem. It is an open-ended process in 
that there is always the possibility of another solution to the problem, possibly one not thought of even 
by the teacher. However, like Guided Discovery, Problem Solving elicits the higher levels of thinking 


